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Safe and energy saving 
swimming pool cover 

A safe living environment is priceless. Likewise, the safety in and around 
your swimming pool is of essential importance. With the integrated Aqua-
deck® slatted cover you improve the safety for your children and pets. You 
want the best. Also in terms of comfort, energy savings, sustainability and 
appearance. With a full surface, perfectly fitting cover for your pool you create 
a secure ambiance in no time. A safe feeling.

The slatted cover is available in multiple colours, so it perfectly matches the 
style of your home and garden.
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Enjoyment without worry 

Besides keeping your swimming pool clean and reducing energy costs, an 
Aquadeck® provides something priceless: safety. With an Aquadeck® you 
can enjoy being outdoors with the entire family without worry. Pure class!
 
You’ll find Aquadeck® has engineered a whole range of safety measures 
into its slatted system. The slats, for instance, have three compartments 
to increase their buoyancy. In addition, an Aquadeck® gives you the choice 
of mechanical or electrical opening and closing of the slatted cover.  
The installation of a handrail located just below the waterline creates even 
more safety.
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Quality & Innovation 

Aquadeck® has produced slatted cover systems for swimming pools since 
1999. We carefully produce all our top-quality slatted covers in-house. 
Thanks to the use of high-quality materials and the extensive range of 
application possibilities, our products are becoming increasingly popular 
throughout Europe.

Through continuous investment in know-how and use of an advanced pro-
duction process, Aquadeck® is able to guarantee consistent quality. Class 
deserves confidence and that’s why our products are covered by a rock 
solid warranty. Our continuous pursuit of quality improvement through 
innovation has resulted in such advances as a powerful reel motor and 
the Aquadeck® impact-resistant polycarbonate slat with a demonstrably 
longer service life than, say, a PVC slat.
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1. Superstructure

2. Built-in in pool

3. Built-in in pool with finishing plate

4. Built-in in niche

5. Built-in with corner cover

6. Built-in in base, with fixed flap

7. Built-in with supported beam

8. Built-in with inserted beam for underwater terrace

9. Built-in in base, with movable clip
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Dependable technological advances 

The most state-of-the-art technologies and innovative materials ensure that 
your pool opens and closes completely automatically at the touch of a button. 
The latest reel motor, available as an option, makes the system even more 
user-friendly. As a result of the development of this super strong motor, it is 
now no longer necessary to make a motor well in the pool. This is beneficial 
both in terms of comfort and appearance.

An Aquadeck® is always made-to-measure, both in terms of shape and 
dimensions as well as type of installation. You can count on our enthusiastic 
assistance and expertise to help you pick the best custom solution. That, 
too, is what quality is all about. Enjoying a refreshing dive in your pool begins 
with dependable technological advances!
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ANTI-ALGAE
I N N O V A T I O N

SCAN FOR MOVIE

Our anti-algae swimming pool cover 
provides a solution for algae formation

The recent introduction of an innovative slot design in the anti-algae swim-
ming pool cover results in flushing and flow within the slat, allowing the 
water disinfection to break down and carry off algae. During opening and 
closing the cover water flows through the slots, spiralling through the cou-
pling chamber of the slat. The water loosens the contaminants and carries 
them away. A smart solution, based on self-cleansing functionality.
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Made-to-measure design and quick 
turnaround times:
the benefits of a strong company 

It’s only possible to make the final measurements when your swimming pool 
is almost or completely finished. With most manufacturers of pool covers, you 
then have to wait another five or six weeks. But not with Aquadeck®. Thanks 
to continuous innovation, we’ve developed exactly the right combination of 
technology and logistics. Aquadeck® is a family company that stands for 
excellent service and continuity in quality, made-to-measure solutions and 
quick turnaround times. Moreover, Aquadeck® is a member of Pollet Pool 
Group, a strong organization behind a strong brand. 

The result: a perfectly made-to-measure result with a production time of 
around 14 working days. And you’ll find that the price/quality ratio of an 
Aquadeck® swimming pool cover is also very attractive. So what should 
you focus on? Carefree enjoyment of the good things in life!
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Your Aquadeck dealer:


